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Abstract: The extraction of information about individual trees is essential to supporting the growing
of fruit in orchard management. Data acquired from spectral sensors mounted on unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) have very high spatial and temporal resolution. However, an efficient and reliable
method for extracting information about individual trees with irregular tree-crown shapes and
a complicated background is lacking. In this study, we developed and tested the performance
of an approach, based on UAV imagery, to extracting information about individual trees in an
orchard with a complicated background that includes apple trees (Plot 1) and pear trees (Plot 2).
The workflow involves the construction of a digital orthophoto map (DOM), digital surface models
(DSMs), and digital terrain models (DTMs) using the Structure from Motion (SfM) and Multi-View
Stereo (MVS) approaches, as well as the calculation of the Excess Green minus Excess Red Index
(ExGR) and the selection of various thresholds. Furthermore, a local-maxima filter method and
marker-controlled watershed segmentation were used for the detection and delineation, respectively,
of individual trees. The accuracy of the proposed method was evaluated by comparing its results
with manual estimates of the numbers of trees and the areas and diameters of tree-crowns, all three of
which parameters were obtained from the DOM. The results of the proposed method are in good
agreement with these manual estimates: The F-scores for the estimated numbers of individual trees
were 99.0% and 99.3% in Plot 1 and Plot 2, respectively, while the Producer’s Accuracy (PA) and
User’s Accuracy (UA) for the delineation of individual tree-crowns were above 95% for both of
the plots. For the area of individual tree-crowns, root-mean-square error (RMSE) values of 0.72 m2

and 0.48 m2 were obtained for Plot 1 and Plot 2, respectively, while for the diameter of individual
tree-crowns, RMSE values of 0.39 m and 0.26 m were obtained for Plot 1 (339 trees correctly identified)
and Plot 2 (203 trees correctly identified), respectively. Both the areas and diameters of individual
tree-crowns were overestimated to varying degrees.

Keywords: fruit tree growing; orchard; image processing; remote sensing; unmanned aerial vehicles;
digital height model; image segmentation

1. Introduction

Precision Farming (or Precision Agriculture) refers to the observation of crop growth and timely
strategic responses to small variations in crop production [1]. Commonly, precision farming aims
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to have efficient utilization of resources per unit of time and area for achieving targeted production
of agricultural produce [2]. As a technology-enabled, information-based, and decision-focused
system, precision farming has been successfully applied in field crop production and horticulture,
including orchards [3]. Precision farming not only increases production and profits, but also reduces
environmental impacts.

Accordingly, remote sensing has been widely applied in the field of precision farming. With the
rapid development of remote sensing technology, diverse types of remote sensing data—including
multispectral (hyperspectral) satellite remote sensing data, aerial remote sensing data, and Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data—from different sensor platforms have become the data sources of
orchard management and monitoring. Additionally, the remote sensing methods that were constructed
based on the above data have advantages over traditional manual surveys (which are time-consuming
and inefficient), such as a higher spatiotemporal resolution. Though the spatial resolution of the
remote sensing data from a satellite platform could be in the decimeter range (e.g., WorldView-4),
it is difficult to use these data to monitor the details of individual tree-crowns. However, aerial
remote sensing data may provide resolutions at the centimeter level that could precisely observe
the individual fruit trees in an orchard. Remote sensing image data from a satellite platform have
been extensively applied on a large scale due to their wide coverage and the abundance of spectral
information that they provide, such as crop identification [4], fruit crop plantation mapping [5], crops
acreage estimation [6], and individual tree detection [7]. Recently, various machine learning methods
have also been applied in the management of individual trees. However, the major focus is tree
detection and counting [8–10]. Commonly, the input into these methods requires a training dataset to
be built, which is time-consuming and laborious. Satellite remote sensing image data are relatively
difficult to use to monitor horticultural crop structure parameters at the level of individual trees.

In contrast, aerial remote sensing data and LiDAR data have been used to derive individual tree
structure parameters in orchards. LiDAR data can be used to estimate geometrical and structural
parameters accurately, and most studies are focused on deriving structural parameters, such as leaf
area and canopy volume, based on data processing and high-resolution, three-dimensional (3D)
modeling [11]. Additionally, these data can also be used to detect individual trees and estimate
tree height [12]. However, the acquisition of LiDAR data is more costly and has higher operational
complexity than the acquisition of aerial remote sensing data, particularly aerial remote sensing data
from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). UAVs have been employed in precision farming studies
due to their high flexibility and low price [13]. Additionally, UAVs can allow for closer monitoring
of plants and provide spatial sensory information at a higher resolution [14]. Studies have shown
that UAV-based remote sensing data can be applied to many aspects of precision farming, including
biomass monitoring [15], measuring a canopy’s structure and condition [16], irrigation detection [17],
quantifying pruning impacts [18], and tree parameter evaluation [19].

In the monitoring of orchards, measurements of an individual tree’s parameters, such as tree-crown
characteristics, are essential to monitoring the dynamics of fruit tree growth and optimizing orchard
management [20,21]. Additionally, precise knowledge of the shape, size, and spatial distribution of
a tree canopy and quantifying the structure of individual trees in orchards allow for the selection of
appropriate horticultural techniques, such as the precise method for the application of fertilizer and
irrigation [22]. Traditionally, trees in orchards are planted in fixed planting patterns with a fixed spacing,
and accordingly remote sensing can increase the speed and effectiveness of precision management.

Recently, remote sensing data obtained from UAVs—primarily multispectral data—have been
used to monitor fruit trees to inform orchard management. In order to extract information about
individual trees from UAV images, it is necessary to eliminate the background of the image as much
as possible. This background consists mostly of bare soil, shadows, background vegetation (such as
weeds and dwarf shrubs), and other ground targets (such as well houses and other artificial objects).
The remote sensing image data from UAVs that are used in most existing studies that derive the
parameters of fruit trees not only contain the red band, green band, and blue band, but also contain the
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Near Infrared (NIR) band [23–25]. The NIR band can be used to effectively distinguish vegetation in
an image. Under these circumstances, one of the main purposes of this study is to establish a method
that uses remote sensing image data that only contain the red band, green band, and blue band in
order to derive individual tree parameters more precisely.

Typically, the characterization of individual trees in orchards based on images from UAVs
involves the estimation of tree numbers [26,27], tree height [28,29], and tree-crown parameters [21,29],
which provide key indicators of plant growth [18] and plant yield [30] as well as for the assessment
of pruning effects [24]. The most important parameters for the characterization of individual trees
in orchards require the detection of individual trees and the delineation of individual tree-crowns.
The detection of individual trees is performed in order to count the number of trees in the field, whereas
the delineation of individual tree-crowns is performed to estimate tree-crown parameters.

The processing of images obtained from UAVs using photogrammetric processing techniques,
including Structure from Motion (SfM) and Multi-View Stereo (MVS), can enable the production of
many advanced data products, such as three-dimensional point clouds, digital orthophoto maps
(DOMs), digital elevation models (DEMs), digital surface models (DSMs), and digital terrain models
(DTMs) [31]. All of these data products represent basic data for the characterization of individual
trees. The study areas of the abovementioned studies include oil palm orchards, chestnut orchards,
olive orchards, peach orchards, lychee orchards, citrus orchards, and mango orchards. Most of these
orchards do not have a complex natural environment, which means that the backgrounds of the
UAV-based images acquired in these orchards are uniform or easy to distinguish.

In this study, we propose an original method that allows for more accurate long-term precision
management of fruit tree orchards. This method involves the detection of individual trees,
the delineation of individual tree-crowns, and the estimation of individual tree-crown parameters.
Our study areas are two neighboring apple and pear tree plots in an orchard. First, we used the SfM and
MVS approaches to derive a digital orthophoto mosaic (DOM), a digital surface model (DSM), a digital
terrain model (DTM), and a digital height model (DHM) based on the UAV images. Then, height
threshold segmentation based on the DHM and the ExGR index based on the DOM were combined to
eliminate the impact of the image’s background. Subsequently, we used the local-maxima filter method
and marker-controlled watershed segmentation to detect individual trees and delineate individual
tree-crowns, respectively. Then, the number of trees was counted and the areas and diameters of
tree-crowns were calculated. We tested the accuracy of the results generated by the proposed method
against the reference data. The specific aims of this study are as follows: (1) to construct an original
method to extract individual tree parameters that eliminates the influence of the image’s background;
(2) to validate the accuracy of this method in terms of the detection of individual trees in an apple
orchard and a pear orchard using a local-maxima filter; (3) to access the accuracy of this method in
terms of the delineation of individual trees in the same two orchards; and (4) to assess the accuracy of
this method in terms of the estimations of tree-crown area and tree-crown diameter.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the study areas, the data’s acquisition,
the proposed method, and the validation method. Section 3 shows and reports the results that were
obtained using the proposed method. Section 4 is devoted to a discussion, and Section 5 presents
our conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Areas

The study areas are located in Jinan city, Shandong Province, Eastern China (36◦19′27.97”N,
116◦44′39.19”E; Figure 1). The study was conducted in an orchard that contains two neighboring
apple and pear tree plots (Figure 2. The study areas consisted of a plot containing apple trees (Plot 1)
and a plot containing pear trees (Plot 2) (Figure 2). The total areas of Plot 1 and Plot 2 were 3196.35
and 1778.69 m2, respectively. All of the fruit trees were planted with a fixed spacing in the spring
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of 2015. The row spacing and the plant spacing of the apple trees were 4 m and 1.5 m, respectively,
and those of the pear trees were 4.5 m and 2 m, respectively. Besides the fruit trees, both of the plots
contained weeds within 50 cm of the land surface below the tree canopy. Additionally, there were many
discontinuous soil patches across the two plots. The branches of the apple trees (i.e., in Plot 1) were
disordered, and the branches of adjacent trees crossed one another. Conversely, most of the branches
of the pear trees (i.e., in Plot 2) did not cross the branches of adjacent trees. Scientific management
measures and techniques, such as irrigation and fertilization, were regularly adopted in the orchard to
ensure the healthy growth of fruit trees and the maximization of fruit yield.
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2.2. Acquisition of Images by UAV

Images of the two study areas were obtained using a commercially available UAV, namely a
quad-rotor DJI Mavic 2 Pro (DJI Corporation, Shenzhen, China). An image of the UAV is shown in
Figure 3. The UAV was powered by a rechargeable battery, which allowed for a continuous flight time
of almost 30 minutes, and was equipped with a Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
camera (DJI Corporation, Shenzhen, China; Hasselblad, Gothenburg, Sweden). The specifications of
the UAV and camera are shown in Table 1. The images were acquired during a flight in July 2019.
As the UAV flew over each plot, it maintained a height of 50 m above the tree canopy and a low speed
of 3 m/s on average, and the camera collected data automatically by vertical photography at an interval
of 2 s. Considering the accuracy of the data, we set the side-overlap of the flight lines to 80% and the
frontal-overlap of the flight lines to 85%. The remaining parameters were all set to their default values.
Finally, the UAV-acquired images were saved in 24-bit standard red green blue (sRGB) format at a size
of 5472 × 3648 pixels.

During the images’ acquisition, the flight schedule was set to 10:00–13:00 local time in order to
ensure good lighting conditions. The weather conditions during the flights were advantageous for the
experiment, being calm and cloudless; therefore, there was little random error and interference due to
weather conditions.
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Figure 3. The DJI Mavic 2 Pro UAV used for the images’ acquisition.

Table 1. The specifications of the DJI Mavic 2 Pro UAV.

Parameters Specifications

Aircraft
Takeoff weight 0.907 kg

Battery Lithium-Polymer 4S battery: 3850 mAh
Maximum flight time 31 minutes (at a consistent 25 kph)

Camera

Sensor 1” (CMOS)
Camera lens FOV 77◦ 28 mm

Effective pixels 20 Megapixels
Pixel size 2.4 µm ∗ 2.4 µm

Still image size 5472 × 3648 (pixels)
Image format JPEG

2.3. Proposed Method

The framework of the proposed method is presented schematically in Figure 4. The figure shows
the main parts of the processing methods, the derived results, and the extracted results. All of the
processing steps were conducted using a desktop computer equipped with an Intel®Core™ i7-8700
central processing unit (CPU) and 16 GB of random access memory (RAM).
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Figure 4. A schematic showing the workflow of the proposed method.

2.3.1. Image Processing

The SfM and MVS approaches were used to perform multi-image 3D reconstruction from
two-dimensional (2D) image data. The SfM and MVS approaches that are integrated into the
Pix4Dmapper version 4.5.2 software (Pix4D, Lausanne, Switzerland) were used to process the
UAV-acquired images in order to produce DTMs, DSMs, and DOMs. The settings for the processing
steps are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Settings used for the processing of UAV-acquired images.

Processing Steps Parameters Setting

Initial processing

Keypoints Image Scale Full
Matching Image Pairs Aerial Grid or Corridor

Targeted Number of Keypoints Automatic
Calibration Method Standard

Point Cloud and Mesh

Image Scale Multiscale, 1/2 (Half image size, Default)
Point Density Optimal

Minimum Number of Matches 3
Generate 3D Textured Mesh Yes

3D Textured Mesh Settings Medium Resolution (default)
Color Balancing: no

DSM, Orthomosaic, and
index

Resolution 1*GSD (1.14 (cm/pixel))

DSM Filters Noise Filtering: yes
Surface Smoothing: yes, Type: Sharp

Raster DSM
Generated: yes

Method: Inverse Distance Weighting
Merge Tiles: yes

Orthomosaic Generated: yes
Merge Tiles: yes

Raster DTM Generated: yes
Resolution: 5*GSD (1.14 (cm/pixel))

When all of the images had been loaded, the first processing stage involved aligning the images
by matching specific features (known as keypoints) that were present in all of the images. This process
was performed automatically by the Pix4Dmapper software to create tie points in order to establish a
baseline for the next processing stage. In the second processing stage, a densified point cloud and
a 3D textured mesh were produced. Then, a DSM was created based on the point cloud generated
in the previous stage; the inverse distance-weighting method was chosen for this step. Additionally,
a DOM was generated at the same time as the DSM; the DOM was generated using orthorectification,
which removes perspective distortions from the images. Furthermore, a DTM was generated based on
the DSM using the independent module in the Pix4Dmapper software. The ground sample distance
(GSD) of the DTM was set to 5 times the GSD of the DOM; the GSD of the DOM was chosen based on
the optimal value that was determined using the Pix4Dmapper software.

Additionally, a digital height model (DHM) was generated by subtracting the DTM from the
DSM (i.e., DHM = DSM − DTM); this represents the information about the height of the objects above
the land surface. The DSM represents the height of the natural surface features, and the DTM is a
mathematical representation of the ground surface that contains terrain elevation data in the form of a
rectangular grid in which a unique elevation value is assigned to each pixel. The DOM, DSM, DTM,
and DHM formed the basis for the remaining processing steps.

2.3.2. Separation of Vegetation and Soil

The main components of the study plots are fruit trees, weeds, and soil. The unobvious shadow
component was not considered in this study due to the idealized experimental environment, since
the more highly transparent the air is, the greater the intensity of direct solar radiation, such that the
shadows of trees are not obvious on the ground. The presence of soil can influence the accuracy of the
identification of individual trees. Therefore, in the DOM, we classified the vegetation—that is, fruit
trees and weeds—as the foreground, and classified the soil as the background.

Previous studies have used several vegetation indices based on UAV-acquired RGB images;
examples are the Excess Green Vegetation Index (ExG) [32], the Excess Green minus Excess Red Index
(ExGR) [33], the Excess Red Vegetation Index (ExR) [34], the Normalized Difference Index (NDI) [35],
and the Green–Red Vegetation Index (GRVI) [36]. Recently, these vegetation indices have been widely
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used for the identification of vegetation, under the assumption that vegetation is a strong green color
and the background only consists of bare soil, and their validity has been proven [37]. Meyer et al. [38]
showed that the ExGR has an especially high vegetation separation accuracy when using digital color
images acquired in natural light. Therefore, in this study, the ExGR (Equation (1)) was used to enhance
vegetation information.

ExGR = ExG− ExR, (1)

ExG = 2× g− r− b, (2)

ExR = 1.4× r− b, (3)

where r, g, and b are the pixel values of the red band, green band, and blue band of the DOM,
respectively.

After computing the ExGR index, Otsu threshold segmentation was used to separate the vegetation
and soil by determining a pixel-value threshold. As a threshold segmentation method, Otsu has good
performance, and the optimal threshold value was determined by calculating the minimum intra-class
variance and maximum inter-class variance using only the gray level histogram of the image [39].
Many pixels around the tops of tree-crowns were classified as soil due to their high digital number
(DN) value, which was close to the DN value of soil. This is mainly due to the fact that the treetop
area has a higher reflectance than the lower and middle parts of the tree-crown. Hence, before we
applied the Otsu threshold segmentation method, we performed height threshold segmentation on the
DHM to mask the treetop area in order to avoid confusion between the pixels of the treetop area and
the pixels of the soil area. Height threshold segmentation uses a threshold that represents the height
value of the DHM to segment the DHM. Finally, only the shapefile result of the soil component in the
DOM was derived in this section. The processing steps were conducted using the MATLAB R2019a
(MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and ENVI version 5.3 (Exelis, Boulder, CO, USA) software.

2.3.3. Detection of Individual Trees

Information about the position of individual trees was extracted using the tree component of
the DHM by using a local-maxima filter method. This method uses the spectral characteristics of the
tree-crown area, and requires at least one or more local-maxima pixels around the tree-crown in the
grayscale image, because there must be one or more pixels around the tops of tree-crowns to exhibit a
specular reflectance that produces a high DN value.

In this study, before implementing the local-maxima filter, a Gaussian filter was used to smooth
the DHM in order to eliminate heterogeneity in the DHM as much as possible. Then, the local maxima
that were classified as treetops were identified in the DHM by using the local-maxima filter. When
using the local-maxima filter, the min_distance parameter was set manually in order to ensure that an
appropriate number of local-maxima pixels was obtained over the whole image. The x-positions and
y-positions of the local-maxima pixels in the DHM were extracted and saved as .txt files. All of the
above processing steps were implemented using the Python version 3.7 programming language. Then,
a shapefile representing the positions of local-maxima pixels was generated by vectoring the .txt files
using the ArcGIS version 10.6 software (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA), and each tree was marked with a
unique ID number. Finally, the number of elements in the shapefile was taken as the number of fruit
trees within the plot.

2.3.4. Extraction of Tree Components from the DHM

As well as separating the vegetation from the soil, another challenge is separating the fruit trees
from weeds using spectral characteristics of the DOM. In this study, in order to accurately extract
individual fruit trees, the trees and weeds were separated by applying height threshold segmentation
to the DHM. In short, the pixel values of the DHM represent the heights of the trees and weeds. Height
threshold segmentation is based on the difference in height between trees and weeds as determined
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from the DHM. Then, a shapefile was created containing the non-weed components in the DOM.
Afterwards, the shapefiles containing the soil components and non-weed components were merged,
and this combined shapefile was used to mask the soil and weed areas in the DHM and thus determine
the tree component of the DHM. All of the processing steps were conducted using the ENVI version
5.3 and ArcGIS version 10.6 software.

2.3.5. Delineation of Individual Tree-Crowns

Tree-crowns were extracted using the marker-controlled watershed segmentation algorithm,
which is a mathematical morphological segmentation algorithm based on topology theory [40].
This algorithm considers the input image as a topographic surface in which higher pixel values
correspond to higher altitudes, and simulates the flooding of the topographic surface using specific
seed points or markers [41]. The algorithm generates “watershed ridge lines” and “catchment basins”
in an image by treating it as a surface where the pixels with high DN values represent high elevations
and the pixels with low DN values represent low elevations [42]. The key step in this method is to
determine the seed points. In this study, the local maxima that were determined in the previous step
were considered as the seed points. The DHM that only contained the tree component was used as the
input image for the marker-controlled watershed segmentation algorithm. This processing step was
implemented using the MATLAB R2019a software.

The result of the marker-controlled watershed segmentation was saved in the raster-based tagged
(.TIFF) image file format. Then, the individual tree-crowns were identified by vectorizing this TIFF file,
the area of the individual tree-crowns was calculated using the ArcGIS version 10.6 software, and the
tree-crown elements in the polygon shapefiles were marked with a unique ID number corresponding
to the ID number assigned in Section 2.3.3. Then, the diameters of the individual tree-crowns were
estimated based on the diameters of the elements in the minimum circumscribed circle shapefile that
was generated based on the tree-crown shapefile using the ArcGIS version 10.6 software.

2.4. Validation

In order to validate the proposed method and evaluate the accuracy of the data derived from the
photogrammetric processing of the UAV-acquired images, statistical analysis was carried out based on
reference data on tree numbers, tree-crown outlines, tree-crown areas, and tree-crown diameters.

2.4.1. Number of Detected Trees

The validation was performed by comparing the number of trees that was estimated using the
proposed method with the number of trees determined by visual interpretation of the DOM.

The result was validated by first comparing the shapefile representing the positions of the
local-maxima pixels with the manually identified tree positions. Three possible results were considered:
(1) true positive (TP), meaning that a tree was extracted correctly; (2) false positive (FP), meaning the
incorrect classification of an object or group of pixels as a tree; and (3) false negative (FN), meaning
that a tree was not extracted [43]. Then, further statistical analysis was conducted on the TPs, FPs, and
FNs to determine the Producer’s Accuracy (PA), User’s Accuracy (UA), F-score, and overall accuracy
(OA) by using the following equations [44,45]:

PA =
TP

TP + FN
× 100%, (4)

UA =
TP

TP + FP
× 100%, (5)

F =
2× PA×UA

PA + UA
, (6)

OA =
TP

TP + FN + FP
× 100%. (7)
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2.4.2. Delineation of Tree-Crowns

In order to validate the delineation of tree-crowns that was achieved using the proposed method,
tree-crowns were manually delineated by visual interpretation of the DOM by a person with professional
experience in the analysis of remote sensing images. According to the spatial relationships between
the manually delineated (reference) tree-crowns and the tree-crowns that were delineated using the
proposed method (extracted tree-crowns), six categories of matching accuracy (Figure 5) were defined,
as follows [46,47]:

• Matched. If more than 50% of a reference tree-crown overlaps with only one extracted tree-crown
element in the extracted tree-crown shapefile, and the center the reference tree-crown also
overlaps with the extracted tree-crown, we considered the extracted tree-crown to have been
matched correctly;

• Near-matched. If a reference tree-crown and an extracted tree-crown overlap by more than 50% of
the tree-crown area on only one side of the extracted tree-crown, and the center of the reference
tree-crown also overlaps with the extracted tree-crown, the reference tree-crown was classified
as near-matched;

• Merged. If more than one reference tree-crown overlapped with one extracted tree-crown, and the
centers of the reference tree-crowns were also covered by the extracted tree-crown, these reference
tree-crowns were all considered to be merged tree-crowns;

• Split. If more than 50% of a reference tree-crown is occupied by more than one extracted tree-crown,
this reference crown was considered to be a split tree-crown;

• Missed. If less than 50% of a reference tree-crown overlaps with any extracted tree-crowns,
this reference tree-crown was considered to be missed;

• Wrong. If an extracted tree-crown was misidentified (i.e., an FP), this extracted tree-crown was
classified as wrong.

The accuracy of tree-crown delineation was determined using the PA and UA parameters when the
evaluation reference objects were the extracted tree-crowns and the reference tree-crowns, respectively.
The PA and UA were calculated using the following equation:

PA =
Ema

Ee − Ewr
× 100%, (8)

UA =
Rma

Re
× 100%, (9)

Ee = Ema + Enm + Eme + Esp + Emi + Ewr, (10)

Re = Rma + Rnm + Rme + Rsp + Rmi, (11)

where *ma, *nm, *me, *sp, *mi, and *wr represent the number of matched tree-crowns, the number
of near-matched tree-crowns, the number of merged tree-crowns, the number of split tree-crowns,
the number of missed tree-crowns, and the number of wrong tree-crowns, respectively; E represents
the extracted tree-crown; R represents the reference tree-crown; Ee represents the total number of
extracted tree-crowns; and Re represents the total number of reference tree-crowns.
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Figure 5. Categories of tree-crown matching based on the spatial relationships between the reference
tree-crowns and the tree-crowns extracted using the proposed method.

2.4.3. Estimation of Tree-Crown Area and Tree-Crown Diameter

In order to comprehensively analyze the differences between the tree-crown areas and diameters
that were estimated by the proposed method and those that were estimated manually (reference data),
statistical analyses were conducted in the Microsoft Excel software (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA).

Linear regression analysis was used to model the relationship between the extracted data and
the reference data. The coefficient of determination (R2) of the regression was used to determine how
close the extracted data were to the reference data, with a higher R2 value meaning a higher correlation
between the extracted data and the reference data. Additionally, we calculated the root-mean-square
error (RMSE), which reflects the standard error, between the estimated and reference data; the smaller
the RMSE, the closer the extracted data are to the reference data. Furthermore, the mean absolute
error (MAE) was also calculated to evaluate the residuals for both the extracted data and the reference
data [48]. The RMSE and MAE are given as follows:

RMSE =

√√
1
n

n∑
i=1

(
xi − x′i

)2
, (12)

MAE =
1
n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣xi − x′i
∣∣∣, (13)

where xi represents the extracted value and x′i represents the reference value.

3. Results

3.1. DOM, DSMs, DTMs, and DHMs

The DOM is shown in Figure 6a. The DOM was generated from a total of 169 UAV-acquired
images, covers an area of around 0.022 km2, and has a spatial resolution of 0.0114 m. The DSMs
(Figure 6b,e) and DTMs (Figure 6c,f) were generated from the density point cloud that was created
using the SfM and MVS approaches using the method of inverse distance weighting. The DSMs and
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DTMs all have a spatial resolution of 0.0570 m. The DHMs (Figure 6d,g) were computed by subtracting
the DTMs from the DSMs.
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Figure 6. The digital orthophoto mosaic (DOM), digital surface models (DSMs), digital terrain models
(DTMs), and digital height models (DHMs) generated from UAV-acquired images. (a) shows the
DOM of the wider study area. (b,e), (c,f), and (d,g) show the DSMs, DTMs, and DHMs for Plot 1 and
Plot 2, respectively.

3.2. Estimation of the Numbers of Individual Trees

The numbers of trees that were detected by the proposed method is shown in Table 3. The manual
counting from the DOM identified a total of 559 fruit trees in the two plots—352 in Plot 1 (the apple
orchard) and 207 in Plot 2 (the pear orchard). The proposed method detected 345 trees in Plot 1 and
206 pear trees in Plot 2. The PA, UA, and F-score for Plot 1 are 98.3%, 99.7%, and 99.0%, respectively,
and are 99.0%, 99.5%, and 99.3%, respectively, for Plot 2. Overall, a large majority of the trees were
detected correctly, with an average detection rate of approximately 99.0%.
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Table 3. Evaluation of the accuracy of tree detection by the proposed method in the two study plots.

Evaluate Indicators Plot 1 Plot 2

TP 345 206
FP 1 1
FN 6 2

PA (%) 98.3 99.0
UA (%) 99.7 99.5

F (%) 99.0 99.3

3.3. Delineation of Tree-Crowns

In order to intuitively contrast the tree-crowns delineated using the proposed method and manual
inspection, respectively, the results of these two approaches were overlaid for each of the two plots
using the ArcGIS Version 10.6 software, as shown in Figure 7. From the figure, it can be seen that the
tree-crown outlines that were determined using the two approaches are significantly different.
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The accuracies of tree-crown delineation using the proposed method for Plot 1 and Plot 2 are
shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. As shown in these tables, the PA and UA of both Plot 1 and Plot
2 are greater than 95.0%. This indicates that the proposed method achieved satisfactory results for the
delineation of tree-crowns.
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Table 4. The Producer’s Accuracy (PA) of tree-crown delineation for Plot 1 and Plot 2 using the
proposed method.

Categories Plot 1 Plot 2

Ema 336 201
Enm 3 2
Eme 0 0
Esp 6 2
Emi 0 0
Ewr 0 1

PA (%) 97.4 98.0

Table 5. The User’s Accuracy (UA) of tree-crown delineation for Plot 1 and Plot 2 using the
proposed method.

Categories Plot 1 Plot 2

Rma 336 201
Rnm 3 2
Rme 12 4
Rsp 0 0
Rmi 1 0

UA (%) 95.5 97.1

3.4. Estimation of Areas and Diameters of Tree-Crowns

In order to assess the accuracy of the areas and diameters of tree-crowns that were estimated using
the proposed method, statistical analysis was conducted for the trees that were positively identified
(i.e., TPs). A total of 339 apple trees and 203 pear trees were correctly identified (i.e., were TPs) in
Plot 1 and Plot 2, respectively, and only these trees (i.e., a total of 542) were included in the statistical
analysis. The results of the statistical analysis are shown in box-and-whisker plots in Figure 8, and also
in Tables 6 and 7. From these results, it can be seen that, for tree-crown area and diameter, the proposed
method overestimated the mean, Q1, median, and Q3 for both plots.
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Figure 8. Box-and-whisker plots showing the statistical differences between the reference values and
extracted values of tree-crown area (a,b) and tree-crown diameter (c,d) for the two study plots at the
individual tree level.

Table 6. Results of the statistical analysis of the areas of the extracted and reference tree-crowns for the
two study plots.

Statistical Parameters
Plot 1 Plot 2

Ae(m2) Ar (m2) Ae(m2) Ar(m2)

Min 0.412 0.470 0.274 0.280
Q1 3.479 3.058 2.701 2.368

Median 4.592 4.130 3.149 2.707
Q3 5.434 4.877 3.572 3.227

Max 8.521 6.789 7.061 5.492
Mean 4.351 3.939 3.105 2.766

Ae is the extracted tree-crown area, Ar is the reference tree-crown area, Q1 is the first quartile, and Q3 is the
third quartile.

Table 7. Results of the statistical analysis of the diameters of the extracted and reference tree-crowns
for the two study plots.

Statistical Parameters
Plot 1 Plot 2

De(m) Dr(m) De(m) Dr(m)

Min 0.938 1.026 0.756 0.766
Q1 2.574 2.424 2.201 2.055

Median 3.008 2.759 2.416 2.228
Q3 3.264 3.018 2.621 2.414

Max 4.498 3.866 3.839 3.162
Mean 2.914 2.675 2.395 2.226

De is the extracted tree-crown diameter and Dr is the reference tree-crown diameter.

Besides the above statistical analysis, linear regression was also performed to determine the
relationship between the extracted and reference values of tree-crown area and diameter. The results
are shown in Figure 9. As can be seen in this figure, the extracted tree-crown areas are highly correlated
with the reference tree-crown areas for both of the two field plots: R2 values of 0.87 and 0.81, RMSE
values of 0.72 m2 and 0.48 m2, and MAE values of 0.57 m2 and 0.39 m2 were obtained for Plot 1
and Plot 2, respectively. However, despite the relatively high correlation, and the fact that the best
fitting line is close to the 1:1 (x = y) line, these results indicate that the extracted tree-crown areas were
overestimated for both of the two plots.
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Plot 1 (a) and Plot 2 (b).

The results of the linear regression for tree-crown diameters are shown in Figure 10. For both of
the two field plots, there is a strong relationship between the extracted tree-crown diameters and the
reference tree-crown diameters, with R2 values of 0.78 and 0.68 being obtained for Plot 1 and Plot 2,
respectively. RMSE values of 0.39 m and 0.26 m, and MAE values of 0.28 m and 0.20 m, were obtained
for Plot 1 and Plot 2, respectively. This shows that the proposed method overestimated the tree-crown
diameters compared to the reference values. However, the fact that the majority of the data points are
distributed close to the 1:1 line shows that the proposed method has a relatively good accuracy.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Determination of the Thresholds in the Proposed Method

Three pixel-value thresholds were determined during the processing (Figure 4): the first threshold
was used to remove the weed component in the DHM; the second was used to separate the tree-top
area from the vegetation index; and the third—which was determined using the Otsu segmentation
method—was used to separate the soil component and vegetation component of the vegetation index.

In order to determine Threshold 1 and Threshold 2, prior knowledge is required. In both Plot
1 and Plot 2, Threshold 1 was set to 0.5 m; this value was chosen because the height of the weeds
was lower than 0.5 m in these plots, and this threshold could therefore remove almost all of the weed
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component of the DHM. Threshold 2 was chosen based on the tree condition in the orchard; this
threshold was set to 1.5 m and 2.0 m in Plot 1 and Plot 2, respectively. Threshold 3 was taken as the DN
value that was automatically calculated by the Otsu segmentation method; accordingly, this threshold
was set as 49 and –51 for Plot 1 and Plot 2, respectively; these values represent the DN values of the
pixels in the result of the vegetation index. Since the condition of the orchard is not as complex as that
of natural forest, these thresholds have reference value.

4.2. Detection of Individual Trees

As expected, the main error in the detection of individual trees was due to FNs. Most of the
instances of unidentified trees are shown in Figure 11. In the proposed method, the kernel matrix of the
Gaussian filter was set to a size of 5 × 5, and the optimum value of min_distance was set to 5 to ensure
that there was only one peak pixel value within one tree-crown area in the two plots. One characteristic
of the unidentified (FN) trees is that their heights are significantly lower than average, and another
characteristic is that all of these trees are adjacent to a taller tree. However, smaller than average
trees can be identified successfully by the proposed method as long as they are separated from other
trees. The accuracy of the proposed method for the detection of individual trees is superior or equal
to that of the methods of previous studies. Ok el al. [49] presented an approach to detect citrus trees
using photogrammetric DSMs based on UAV imagery. Their method was found to have an overall
precision of 91.1% in a pixel-based analysis and 97.5% in an object-based analysis. Marques et al. [31]
detected the numbers of trees in a chestnut orchard by using a combination of visible and near-infrared
domain bands and a canopy height model. They obtained a mean accuracy of around 99% for all
flight campaigns.
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4.3. Delineation of Individual Tree-Crowns and Estimation of Tree-Crown Parameters

In the proposed method, the delineation of individual tree-crowns is based on the detection of
individual trees. Thus, the accuracy of individual tree detection affects the accuracy of the delineation
of individual tree-crowns to a certain extent. The other factor that influences the accuracy of tree-crown
delineation is the method that is used to extract individual tree-crowns; the inaccurate extraction
of tree-crowns causes errors in the calculation of tree-crown parameters, i.e., tree-crown area and
tree-crown diameter. The marker-controlled watershed segmentation method was used in this study
to segment individual tree-crowns. The advantage of this method is that it can distinguish between
adjacent tree-crowns and thus identify individual tree-crowns. However, since this method considered
the DN value of images, if two adjacent tree-crowns are similar in structure then the DN value within
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these two tree-crown areas in the DHM result will have no obvious transition, and these two crowns
will be separated inaccurately.

Relatively little research has been conducted on the accuracy of estimates of individual tree-crown
areas that are obtained using image processing algorithms. The results of this study indicate that
the proposed method can estimate the areas and diameters of individual tree-crowns with a high
accuracy and a relatively low error compared to previous studies. Mu et al. [21] used high-resolution
UAV images to characterize the crowns of peach trees; by taking the manual delineation of 12 trees
as a reference, the RMSE of the proposed method was found to be 0.08 m (R2 = 0.99) and 0.15 m
(R2 = 0.93) for the two orthogonal crown widths, respectively, and 3.87 m2 for the crown projection area
(R2 = 0.89). Díaz-Varela et al. [50] estimated the tree-crown diameters of olive trees in an olive orchard,
and obtained RMSEs of 0.32 m (R2 = 0.58) and 0.28 m (R2 = 0.22) for two study areas, respectively.

4.4. Limitations of the Proposed Method

There are some limitations of the proposed method. On the one hand, the lack of Ground Control
Points (GCPs) may introduce some error, despite the fact that the experiment was conducted in an
ideal environment by professionals. In the data processing, GCPs can be used to correct the geographic
coordinate information. Hence, this limitation will be taken into account during the experimental
design in future research.

On the other hand, considering the potential impact of the atmospheric environment on the
relative radiometric calibration of images, it is necessary that the UAV flight experiment be performed
repeatedly under different climatic conditions and at different heights in future research.

5. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to extract precise information about individual trees in an orchard with
a complex background. The study involved: (1) the detection of individual trees; (2) the delineation of
individual tree-crowns; and (3) the estimation of individual tree-crown parameters (area and diameter).

With regard to the first objective, it was shown that the proposed method achieved a high
tree-detection accuracy (an approximately 99.0% detection rate), while its major limitation was that it
failed to identify some small trees. Concerning the second objective, the proposed method also achieved
a high tree-crown delineation accuracy, with both the UA and PA being greater than 95%, which confirms
that the proposed method was able to separate individual tree-crowns effectively; however, the method
had difficulty in directly distinguishing tree-crowns and weeds in the images. Finally, regarding
the third objective, the areas and diameters of individual tree-crowns were also estimated with high
accuracy, with a low RMSE and a high correlation being observed between the extracted and reference
data. In the future, the consolidation of individual methods—including precision mapping and the
monitoring of plant growth—could contribute to the management of orchards.
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